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November, 1946

kverybody
knows him...
Early or late, he’s a familiar
figure to every policeman

on the street—he’s the Doctor
—he’s on an emergency call!
e A Doctor’s life isn’t his own

to live as he chooses. There
are interrupted holidays and
vacations and nights of
broken sleep. Emergencies re-

quire his presence

for long,

exacting hours... with some-

where a pause and perhaps
the pleasure of a cigarette.
Then back to his job of serv-

ing the lives of others.

NIQRE

dewirg

DOCTORS SMOKE CAMELS

Nationwide

swe: "THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE

The “T-Zone”’ is your own
proving ground for any
cigarette. For only your

taste and your throat can
decide which cigarette
tastes best to you...and
how it affects your throat.
On the basis of the experi-

ence of many millions of smokers,
we believe Camels
will suit your “T-

Zone”

to a “1

2.

}

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, North Carolina ase

HE MAKERS of Camels are naturally proud of the
fact that, out of 113,597 doctors who were asked
recently to name the cigarette they preferred to

smoke, more doctors named Camel than any other
» brand. This survey was nationwide,
in every branch of medicine—nose
cialists too. Three nationally known
search agencies made and vouch for

Try

Camels.

See

how

your

covered doctors
and throat speindependent rethe findings.

taste

responds

to

Camel’s full flavor. See how your throat likes Camel’s
cool

mildness.

That’s

the

AMELS

“T-Zone”

test

(see

left).

“Fire
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A DAY OF THANKSGIVING
Dear God,
At this time it seems only right that our thoughts should turn to You, whom
we owe our everything. There are not enough days, hours, minutes, or seconds to
spend offering our gratitude for the many things we have to be thankful for.

Our fields that
by Your hand. This
peace would be ours
what we are, gave us

furnish the food which nourishes our bodies were cultivated
food supplied us with the energy to get our work done so that
always. For this work we are also thankful, for it made us
our share in our victory.
|

These same fields provide beauty of our Jand. For this beauty we are eternally grateful. It constitutes our culture, our happiness. Without it the land would
be barren, and so would our lives. It is for this beauty and what it stands for that
we have fought and died. As long as You cherish us, so will our land be cherished
;
— so will our land be beautiful.

We have striven in the last few years to keep this beauty and all that it makes
up — our homes, our land, our peace— our way of living. To those who did the
actual fighting, we owe so much. Let us not forget this everlasting debt, and never
stop blessing our boys, wherever they come from or wherever they may be. You
have guided them through their battle all these weary, war-torn days to the inevitable end — our peace and victory, which is Yours. For this peace all our hearts join
in expressing our gratitude to You.

This year’s blessings have been so many that we can find nothing to ask except

that you help us to remember on this day of thanksgiving that everyday is a day of

thanksgiving. AMEN.
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DEATH

quite a fortune besides the shares in the Montana laboratories which the
survivors receive,” mused my uncle
tapping the dottle out of his pipe,

@ By Jonn WuHarTON

they split one half between Jack

Crane, Mrs. Edder’s uncle and a half

Fantastic but interesting.

ae
er,

“My brothers were murdered |
tell you!” The girl who had just
been ushered into doc’s study was

near the cracking point.

“T’ve read his blatherings in the
press,

Mrs.

Edder;

he

hates

power, do you?”

“The police won’t listen to me,
they say it was nothing more than
a coincidence that Joe was thrown
by his horse and Ed was gored by

Ronnie, our prize Jersey bull within

a week,” she continued.

“And why do you not think it
was accidental, Mrs. Edder?” asked
the doc, who is D.D. Lee, M.D., and

_ my uncle.

“Intuition,” I suppose you'd call
it,” she admitted. “I’m very worried
about

Jim, my

new

husband;

who

will be next?”

“Might that not be submerged illogical

feelings

of

psychological

guilt arising, Mrs. Edder? You married just before your brothers’ — ah
— passing, did you not, and they had
opposed the match, you say?’ Doc
paused to light a big briar. “Your
feeling of anger toward your brothers at that time may be ‘haunting’

you in that way now.”
that

there’s

that

“We will visit. the Crane house
tomorrow,” promised my uncle, as
the girl took her leave.
“Don’t see what we can do if the

police

have

dropped

it,

though,”

remarked the doc to me as we
watched from the window as Mrs.
Crane Edder drove off into the sum-

mer evening.

“Perhaps,” she agreed, “but besides

“But I must fly; it’s nearly seventhirty, and Jim will be home before
me!” Betty Crane Edder rose.

fanatic

Bal-

dur; he practically predicted their
deaths and even claimed that he
caused it from afar!”

The doctor raised his eyebrows.

“There

is no

case at all in the

deaths,” I agreed, “however the inheritance which came to the rest of

the family
enough.”
“Yes,

is

certainly

her

yo

eee

“That character, Baldur, may have

a motive,

too,” I declared, recalling

the man’s blatant press-agenting.
I'd like to see you pin it on him!”

“No,” she replied, “he certainly is

only a disguised confidence man; but
— but,” she paused and her words
had a convincing earnestness, “here
is the uncanny thing: Ronnie was
widely known for being the gentlest
bull in the state; all of us as children
had made a pet of him; and Traveller, Joe’s horse, practically worshipped Joe. That they should have
_killed those boys is inexplicable!”

children of the foun-

Edder and

brother, Robert Crane.”

your

tamily very much, but you don’t
believe in his type of pretended

ie

Mrs.

Yes,

the

man’s

a

sacreligious

humbug,” replied my uncle, “Baldur

capitalized on the deaths of the two
Cranes, gaining many a convert to
his anti-Christian, pantheistic sect
by claiming that his ‘spirits’ killed
them.”

“Why does he hate the Crane
family so much?” I wondered, “old

Jefferson
the

Crane’s

‘temple’

that

money

Herman

founded

Baldur

Tuns on the West coast, I’ve heard.”

“Well,

Baldur

was

working

on

telepathy at the Montana laborator-

ies for a while in the thirties. Old
Jeff Crane subsidized his research,
but he dropped the man when he

started than lunatic-fringe religion.”

My uncle grinned, “You know Baldur claims to be the reincarnation
of Pan,

god

of nature;

Jeff kicked

him bodily out of the house when he
found his own servants were being
converted by ‘Baldur the high-priest

of Pan.’ For this he received a curse;

all Cranes will die violently,
cording to H. Baldur.”

ac-

motive

the estate must be worth

“Well, we can work on it tomorrow morning at the Crane house,”

yawned the doctor, calling it a night.
Page three

We didn’t. The next morning saw
us at the Crane house witnessing the

discovery of a third tragedy.

Jack Crane, Betty Crane Edder’s

uncle, had been killed in the night.
He was found by a groom in a paddock surrounded by his hunting
pack; the dogs had worried the body.

The police surgeon placed the
time of death between ten and two
that night. Betty Crane Edder, hav-

“Wait

a minute,”

dogs?”

“Mind

brother;

motive,

but

death

made

wounds

the

by

the dogs. Unthinkable as it would
seem, the dogs had apparently slain
their kind master wantonly.

“Curse strikes again!” blared the
headlines of the extras issued that
afternoon.

from

Reporters

all the

neighborhood journals descended on

I ran to catch up with him, hear“Wait

a

minute,’

I

“One inescapable fact is that the

“Can’t that man be prosecuted?”

of the doctor, “he has

practically confessed the crime!

“Many people contess to crimes
for publicity’s sake,” he replied as
the

to

back

tramped

kennels

after the police officials had
ished with us.

fin-

“As a matter of fact, they couldn't

hold

him

police

as the

are still

convinced that it is nothing more
than another accident, apparently,”
he remarked. “He would be on my
suspect

list, though,

or rather,

kennel-man,

who

his

had

adopted

quarter-mile
the house.

long

grounds

“You know, I should have called
the house from the kennels about
of thought. “There’s no one —”
We halted with dropping jaw seeing the little group at the veranda

screamed.

A

He needed little more than a look.
amine the inert Mrs. Edder, holding

“That means the suspects are now
off on my fingers.

women

Shaking his head, he. turned to ex-

toward

Mrs. Edder, the servants, her brother, Mrs. —’ I started to tick them

shouted,

welter of confusion surrounded the
body of Jim Edder and the vicious,
still bucking horse. Men were throwing ropes over the beast’s legs as
the doctor reached the body.

about-faced and tramped back the

would

Page four

men

“Well, scratch the kennel-man,”
said my uncle resignedly, as we

Betty,

her look innocent—”

Pandemonium broke loose as I
ran up to the scene; whistles blew,

“He’s been bedfast for two days”
grunted the official, “he couldn’t
have had anything to do with it.”

their avoiding animals,” interjected
the doctor, jumping on another train

perhaps

those

screaming. It wheeled around, jumping on the supine figure. During one
of the wild leaps the woman hurtled
off onto the ground.

Rounding the corner of the ken-

plenty of opportunity. Our friend,
another;

hus-

under

go mad before my eyes, foaming and

to have

down

flashing hooves; the horse seemed to

the Cranes to avoid animals, a pracought

went

Betty’s

tice

they

who

Edder,

ing his briar. “Now we must warn

agent,

her visit to enlist our aid was nothing
but a clever smoke-screen to make

Jim

band,

the

be

It was

mals,” reflected the doctor, relight-

Baldur, high-priest of Pan, wrote
several exclusives, claiming credit
for the third death. More converts

to his sect were reported.

I passed him and got within several hundred feet of the group when
a man came off the veranda holding
something in his hand which he
dropped half way between the veranda and the others. He had stooped
to pick it up when the girl and
horse charged out at him and rode
him down.

deaths have all been caused by ani-

nel-man’s cottage we met the police
surgeon who was tacking up a sign
on the door, a sign saying “quarantine.”

we

“Get that — girl quickly — before
—there’s another —killing!”

by the sheriff.

before.”

I demanded

ing him say between puffs —

objected,

the household like locusts, badgering everyone for hectic hours; they

finally departed, leaving a corporal’s
guard of nuisances.

ani-

inheritance —”

having

The autopsy revealed that there
were no other possible causes of

about

He thwacked me between the shoulder-blades and lumbered off on a
tun toward the house.

have,”

We had reached the kennel-house
by now, and were passing the whining, snuffling, bewildered looking
hounds
who
seemed
to _ sense
trouble; the pack directly responsible
for the death had been removed

help,

to

said

my uncle. “I checked on his religious preferences this morning.
Then there’s Betty Edder’s kid

could

heard nothing, she claimed.

unable

I

mals!” roared my uncle, “stop her!”

is, and

“he’s only a kid, not seventeen, do
you think he could execute a horror
like this?”

was

what

replied

“He

ing left the doc and me around
seven-thirty, should have arrived at
the nearby garage around ten, but

she

just out of shouting distance. Betty
Crane Edder was astride a big bay
stallion, apparently conversing with
her younger brother who stood near.

I interrupted,

“one at a time! How about the kennel-man, you mean he’s a convert of
Baldur and might have incited the

—

the lens of his spectacles in front of
her mouth to catch a fog indicating
feeble respiration.
“She was responsible for it all?”

I stuttered.

“In a way,”
see,

she

married

he answered.
James

Edder

“You
not

knowing his homicidal nature. He
had therefore the opportunity

and

the motive, the immense inheritance

which came to Betty Crane Edder.”
(Continued on Page 22),

DISBRO’S

was terrible. Then there was the
time he went down to the Bowery

DREAM

slumming and two Salvation Army
girls offered him a bowl of soup and

@ By C. Kinc BRaDow

an overcoat. He hadn’t realized that
his coat was getting that shabby.

In the newspaper game.
Bill was unhappy. He looked unhappy. His shoulders sagged, he
slouched in his chair and his usually
beaming countenance was furrowed
with care. Once in a while, a remark-

able change would come over Bill.
He would leap from his chair and
pace nervously to and fro across the
office, wringing his hands or giving
visible signs of deep concentration.
Then, just as suddenly, he would

stop and slump back in his chair. An

uninformed observer, watching Bill
for a period of time, would begin to
entertain doubts of Bill’s sanity; an
informed observer would not have
to wonder. He would know that
there was something wrong because,
you see, Bill was a writer.

Yes, that was what Bill told everyone.

He

told

the draft

board,

the

census taker and the man from the

Gallup Poll. He even told the government

that

what

he _ laughing-

ly called his income was
from the ‘great reading

gleaned
public.’

held a week ago in Mr. Dugan’s office. It seemed that Mr. Dugan’s
mundane nature was incapable of
appreciating Bill’s magnificent writing and demanded that it be horribly
revamped to fit the ‘circulation of
the magazine. No more abstract
paragraphs, no coined words, no
literary surrealism. “And,” said Mr.
. Dugan, “this is positively the last
chance. Either you walk in here in
one week with a good, true-to-life,
interesting story that I can print in
this magazine without having to
carry
a translation,
or you're
through, Disbro! Understand,

through!”

“Soaring passages of sheer lyric beauty” and “vivid but accurate portrayals of human life” was the way his
writing had been described. ‘The way

there, he reflected upon the hard-

his

evening and was almost slapped by
three different girls for not whistling. He remembered how he was almost arrested for shoplifting when
he absent-mindedly walked away
with the book he was reading in the
literary department of a big department store. He remembered how he
almost had three ribs broken when
he forgot to move when they opened
the boarding gate in the subway.

friends

described

it,

that

is.

What his editor thought was a different story.
It was

that reason,

in

fact,

that

made Bill unhappy now. Mr. Dugan
was a man with positively no soul.
He was a man with exceedingly lowly and common tastes and absolutely
no appreciation of the aesthetic. He

wouldn’t know a piece of literature

if it hit him in the face. (Bill had
often wanted to try the experiment
with a volume of Longfellow which
was always on Mr. Dugan’s desk.)

he

had

undergone

on

his

Search. He remembered how he had
gone down to ‘Times Square one

But even

with

all that work,

there

was still no plot.

he finally concluded that he was a

Two days ago, Bill started getting
desperate. He had heard somewhere
that people in institutions made
good subjects for human interest

relative of the publisher.

stories,

The thing that amazed Bill was that
Mr. Dugan ever became editor, but

membered that once when he wrote

a story about a flat tire, three rubber

companies

canceled their advertis-

ing and Mr. Dugan became very
irate. Irate was even too mild to describe Mr. Dugan, apoplectic would
be better.
Now here it was, the last day and
still Bill did not have a story. What
would Mr. Dugan say, worse still,
what would he do, when Bill walked
in and said “I’m sorry, Mr. Dugan.
I don’t have that story.” It was too
ghastly to contemplate.
Suddenly, inspiration struck Bill.

Disbro understood. His very nature revolted against it, but he had a
habit of eating that would be difficult to break. Therefore, Bill went
searching for a plot. He remembered
reading once that writers generally
mixed with the mass of humanity
and always came up with an undying
plot. Therefore, Bill mixed. Sitting
ships

Down there, though, Bill thought
he had his problem solved. He was
all set to write a very heart-rending
story about a drunk. Then he re-

so

Bill

went

down

to

the

jail. Would he ever forget how they
mistook him for Ratface Louie and

The reason for ali this despondency and these bitter thoughts was

wouldn’t

directly traceable to a conversation

showed them his umon

let

him

out

until

he

card. That

Then

it backed

up and

hit him

again. Bill felt weak and limp, as if

a great crisis had passed. Now he

knew what to write. Feverishly he
began to type. Page after page
flowed from his machine.
(Of
course, ) using only two fingers pre-

vented the flow from rising to flood
stages. It was a touching tale. A
struggling reporter had worked,
slaved for weeks and months on a
sensational story. He had imperiled
his life to get the facts. He had betrayed confidences and created enemies for this story. In short, he
made this story his life’s goal. Then
when he had the facts, the reporter
sat down to write them in his most
appealing manner. He ran the entire gamut of human emotions from
laughter to tears. This was his masterpiece. Then the aspiring reporter
turned his story in to his editor and

when it was printed, what did he

find. His masterpiece had been
stolen by the star reporter who rewrote it, adding a few commas here
and there and who received credit

for the work. The reporter was dismayed,

worse

than

that,

he

was

thunderstruck. He had lost his goal

in life. Turning

his back on the

newspaper, the cynical disillusioned

reporter declared war on the human
(Continued on Page 22)
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THE WATSONS
© By

Mitt

AND

THE FINKS

tonight. Mother thinks I’m taking

Mooney

Mostly Adolescent.

Tues. Oct. 23
Dear Diary:
‘There’s a boy moved in the empty
house back of us, and his family yesterday. The fella looks like about a
junior.
Clarry promised to take me to
the dance in three weeks and a day
(Nov. 14) but he said he wouldn’t

dance with me. Some people think

that just because I’m their little
sister that they can toss me around
like a peanut or grind me under

their heel.

Sat. Oct. 27
Dear Diary:
Mrs.
Watson,
Gerry’s
grandmother came over to get acquainted.
His mother wasn’t along. I was in
the kitchen getting a little snack so
I heard the whole thing.
Clarry came in and saw Mrs.
Watson and he says she’s a big

woman.
Anyway, as I was saving, she asked
the usual questionnaire about “How
do you like school,” and all the
other usual questions asked and
when he said he went to Farley, she
went

Wed. Oct. 24

Dear Diary:
One day closer to the formal and I
don’t have a thing to wear, except
my old formal. But the most important thing is I spoke to the boy

on about

Thurs. Oct. 25
Dear Diary:
The boy in back (Gerald
son) and Clarry were arguing
football tonight after dinner.
been accepted on the second

Watabout
He’s
team

at Clairmont, but he hankers after
his own school, Jackson, where he

came from. You can’t expect a man

to change sides in a twinkling. He’s
a big swell fella, and would make a
swell quarter-back.

Fri. Oct. 26
Dear Diary:

We went to the movies tonight,
this being Friday, and saw “Love
and Like It,” and I certainly would
if it were Paul Henreid.

and

Sissero,

and all that crud.
Phil came over after lunch and
we played two-handed bridge.
I didn’t have a thing to do tonight
so I went to bed. I tried bridge solitaire but that didn’t work.

across the alley, or rather he spoke

to me! He said, “Don’t you go to
Clairmont?” and all of a sudden I
realized that a boundary line comes
between us. He goes to Clairmont
and I go to Farley! He is a senior
and his name is Gerald Watson.
He wanted to know what college
_ Tm planning on and I had to tell
him I did not think about it yet.

Vergil,

Tues. Oct. 30
Dear Diary:
We called on the Watsons in the
evening and I wore my black dress
but Gerry (Gerald) wasn’t there.
There must have been something
funny about what Daddy and Mr.
Watson talked about. They got on
to politics, and Mr. W. said he
thought they’d put a new bridge in
somewhere in the East End. Then
Daddy said,
Eh, East End, you think? I don’t

suppose you would have sold that
property by Town street otherwise.”
Mr. Watson started talking about
football again, but Pop’s been more
set than usual on local politics, for
some reason, and got back around
to it. Mr. Watson’s voting for Jones

and Johnson, and that’s bad. That

much I know.
I wish Gerry would have been
there. I wonder if I’m falling in love.
I haven’t felt this way for a long
time.

a bath. Keeping my private affairs
secret in this diary is hard when you
have a busybody family that’s always telling you to get in bed. It
gripes me sometimes.
We played Ridgeway and won.
The only bad thing about the game
was it rained.
I wish I could see Gerry play on
Clairmont’s team some time.

HERE GOES —

That was me moving into the
closet. Mother just came up. I heard
Pop having a big confab with
Mother about Mr. Watson, He said:

“Watson blurted out that he
thinks the bridge will be built in the

East End. And he’s voting the Jones
and Johnson ticket.”
Mother
said,

“Well, you know good and well
that the East End’s full of Republicans. They'll vote for their candidate, Johnson, and they want the
bridge up there.” Mother said,

“Well. darling, I think we need 2
bridges!” and he said
“Oh,

hell,

a woman

has no head

for business
or politics.”
and
stomped upstairs and I zoomed up
and around the corner and into my
room just in time.
A bridge would be real handy for
Dad, not having to go clear to First

St., but I think he’s getting awfully

excited about it.
Seems like I can’t even buy a stick
of gum around here anymore, he’
getting so fretty.
Thurs. Nov. 1
Dear Diary:
Ugh!

Sniff,

blow

blow,

cough

cough. I got a cold from the rain
and a hoarse voice from yelling at
the game last night.
Fri. Nov. 2
Dear Diary:
It’s still afternoon, but I don’t
think much more will happen today.

Well, to begin at the beginning, I
felt as if I didn’t care if I never got
out of bed again, this morning. But
it turned out perfectly wonderful

in the end. I never knew Gerry noWed. Oct. 31
Dear Diary:

Boy we went to the football game

ticed me going to school in the
morning. Every morning!
See, I stayed in bed today. And

as Gerry

Page six

said,

“Well, darling, don’t worry.” He

said

when

he

came

over

THE

WORLD

@ By Turee

Buppinc ScriBes

OF

SPORT

usually plays golf. If he is going in

Read them or you will be sorry.

THE

FEMALE

BOWLER

About three weeks ago a gentleman friend of mine extended an in-

vitation to go bowling at McCook’s

on a Wednesday evening. Anxious
to learn the game, and realizing
that he would not object to my
awkwardness of knowing nothing of
the sport, I accepted the offer, and
on Wednesday at eight sat waiting

for my fellow bowler.
We arrived at the alleys shortly
before eight-thirty. After signing for

an alley we took a front seat to

await our turn. I was fascinated!
Fourty-four consecutive alleys, all
in constant use. It was indeed confusing to see hundreds of balls racing down the alleys, while what appeared to be hundreds more came
wobbling back on the little runways.
I endeavored to soothe the tremor
within myself by repeating over and
over again, “What can be so difficult about throwing a ball down an
alley to hit ten pins much smaller
than myself?” It seemed no more
difficult than running the seam of
a dress up on a sewing machine.

All you apparently needed, was a
precise eye.
Soon our reservation was bellowed over the loud-speaker system,
and we hurried toward alley “36”
to exhibit our abilities. I tied and
retied my shoe laces, stalling for
time. Frantically I struggled to differentiate

between

a

“strike”,

and

a “spare”, and to recall which three,
or was it two fingers clutched the
ball. My escort selected a ball for
me, “A mere twelve pounds,” he
remarked, and I stepped upon the
platform, not quite ready to begin.
Tension gripped me, causing my
fingers to become rigid, and my legs
to freeze to the spot where I was
so bravely standing. ““Take three or
four long strides to the foul line,
my father always used to say. But

as I stood there I could not conPage eight

ceive how I was ever going to make
it in five or six strides. And yet I
knew I must begin. I started toward

the line, right foot first. By the
time the ball had left my

found

myself

halfway

hand

down

I

the

alley with one ankle, or was it both
ankles, doubled up beneath me. The
foul line was behind me; my escort
was behind me; ten pins stood
straight, erect, before me. But what
had happened to the ball? Had I
tossed

it

luckily
a gutter
and in
“Don’t

in this
ball?
reply
worry,

up,

cracked, and

entirety.”
The

or

over,

case, gone
I turned to
he smiled
Pattie, the

or

had

it

down...
my escort,
and said,
floor isn’t

the ball is still in it’s

evening

progressed

rapidly

after that. The games rolled up to
four. I was bowling in perpetual motion, up and down, back and forth.

My thumb was swollen to twice its
original size, and three fingernails
hung limply from my finger tips.
Yet I was happy. For I had bowled
all of seventy-one in the last game,
in contrast to the twenty-three in
the first game.
On Thursday morning I hobbled
home from the Doctor’s office. My
thumb was beautifully and artistically bound in a surgical bandage. It
was fractured in two places. Bowling is a wonderful sport, but what is
the secret, please, of releasing the
ball from this side of the foul line.
—Pattie SHRODER
FATHER

PLAYS

GOLF

the morning he will rise early. He
is the only one in the house who
plays golf but he isn’t alone in
his rising. Mother gets up and prepares his breakfast. ‘There is one advantage of being married if you
play golf as Dad does, someone gets
your breakfast. After the sun has
been in the sky for not too long a
time a horn will sound in front of
the house. I never sleep very late on
weekend mornings anyway. The regular foursome are there and off they
go to the links. A wager on the time

they will return will usually involve
odds.

Most of the time the game is on
the nearby links but in the course
of a season several one-hundred-andfifty-mile round-trips will be made
just to drive a different course and
putt on supposedly better greens.

When a person sees a lengthy ex-

cursion like this made five or six
times a year he gets the impression
that there must be something to
golf besides just hitting a little ball
around. Not being a golfer myself I
can’t define that something but it
surely must exist.
Finally dusk approaches. The
foursome has been gone all day. If
they have been playing nearby they
might be home any minute or they
might not. The final outcome depends on existing conditions. If no
one has played poker recently they
usually retire to one of the foursome’s houses, most likely to the
player’s whose wife is visiting her

mother for a week or two. The fact

that the little woman is away is
pretty important. If no one’s wife
is absent the foursome go home.
But suppose that fortune smiles on
the little group and presents a wonderful opportunity. In this case we
cannot expect dad till late in the

evening. Sometimes he is thought-

From early spring till late fall,
greens are in playable condition.
This part of the year brings countless late dinners, extra early breakfasts and what have you. Everyone

ful to
where

call

and

let mother

know

he is, other times he is not.

At any rate whether dad returns

relatively early or late the greater

fisherman . . “Mighty are his prepar-

part of the day is gone. It is by this
premise mother calls herself a golf
widow. The garage is not cleaned

category.

the windows are not washed,
water softener is not recharged

has probably read the tale about the

ations.” Golf can be put in the same
On

Saturday

and

Sundays

dad

Jne
the

leaky faucet still drips, and dad is
(Continued on Page 20)

Pe
eae ee

here with the soup from his mother,
he usually sits eating his breakfast
in the breakfast nook. and watches
for me, and when he sees me he
knows it’s time to stop eating and
walks down the alley while I go up
it. Of all the times I’ve stood and
looked over at his house. I wonder
if he noticed me. I sure must have
looked silly to him.
He told me all this while he
risked getting a bad cold coming
into my house when he brought the
soup over after he’d mentioned to
his mother that I hadn’t come out
yesterday and his mother had noticed an electric light upstairs all
day. I really looked a wreck, I
should have had some powder on
my big red nose anyway.
Mother said not to tell Daddy he
was over here. I think it was real

friendly.
Sat. Nov. 3
Dear Diary:

What a Saturday night! What a

Saturday! It should have been a
school day, because I had to stay in
all day again and can't go anywhere
tonight. It’s Clairmont playing. I’d
give anything to see Gerry playing,
but I’d only get another sore throat
yelling for him.
Daddy saw the soup dish and we
had to tell him it came from Watsons. I don’t see the harm in it, but

he said it was just like Watson to
shake hands with his right hand and
be robbing your pocket with his

left.
Sun. Nov. 4
Dear Diary:
I can’t sleep a wink. It must be
about 3 a. m. I might as well write
down everything that happened.
Pop’s on a rampage, and I had a
date tonight and Clairmont won the
game last night and I’m the happiest person in the world.
Gerry wanted a date tonight and

Wed.

Then he said how about coming
home

for some

coke and cake, and

when Mrs. Watson opened the
there was my father in the
room with Mr. Watson and
were both mad as anything and

door,
living
they
argu-

ing.
It sounded something like this:
Daddy—You were selling that prop-

erty under false pretenses. It doesn’t

make so much difference to me. I
was only one of the purchasers.
Mr. Watson—I didn’t know you pur-

chased my former residence. It was

Haven’t seen Gerry. Daddy’s still

stewing around, and my heel plate’s
wearing me out, walking around on

Mr. Watson. Besides, I never heard

rooting for Jackson, his old school.

of a lawyer having a lawyer handle
his affairs.
Well, so we didn’t stay for the
coke and cake. On the way home he
said I should remember that there
were plenty of other boys from respectable families.
Oh what a night. I don’t know
what to think, except I love Gerry.
I’m so mixed up about everything.
I don’t even remember what the
movie was.

Mon. Nov. 5
Dear Diary:
Well, back to school, as always.
I couldn’t concentrate much with so
many dramatic things going on. If
Daddy’s side doesn’t win the elec-

tion I don’t know what will happen.

I said I’d hate to give him a cold

even if I didn’t care anything about

window,

year, and he said,
“Aw, I didn’t know you cared,”
and a lot of stuff like that. So anyway we went and it was swell! Oh,
te’s so nice. I said something about
beng young and he said what I
don* know about Latin and Geometry doesn’t hurt me any.

Thurs. Nov. 8
Dear Diary:

in the hands of my lawyer.
Daddy—No, or you wouldn’t let
that slip about thinking the bridge
was to be built in the East End instead of from Town St. by your
land.
Mr. W.—That doesn’t have anything to do with the deal.
Daddy—No not formally, but I
know you started that whole idea
to get more for your property, and
I and my colleagues can blacklist you
as a corporation lawyer quick as a
wink. You haven’t gained a thing,

I felt funny walking out of the
house this morning knowing Gerry’s
eyes were on me from that dark

Clairmont’s chances in football this

Nov. 7

Dear Diary:
Well, I forgot about the formal in
a week exactly. If only I could get
Gerry to ask me —
About the only other thing of any
consequence is one of my heel plates
came off and I can’t get the other
one off. It about sets me nuts, besides everyone wanting to know why
I’m not “Clicking.”

but I kind of smiled

over

my toes.

Fri. Nov. 9
Dear Diary:
Gerry asked me to go to the
Farley vs. Jackson game Sat. night.
The election’s tomorrow.
Sat. Nov. 10
Dear Diary:
It was a swell game and I had a
wonderful time till I got home. I
was rootin for Farley and Gerry was
Clarry played wonderfully. Even
Gerry said so, although he ran the
rest of our players into the ground,
and I don’t mean football field.
But when we got home late Dad
said that on account of Watson himself you can just stop worrying
about any vacations and formals.
He’d been getting the election returns and we lost to Jones and
Johnson. I know now that means
he'll lose a lot of money on that
property of Watson’s he invested

in. Poor Popsy, he’s all in.
Sun. Nov. 11
Dear Diary:
Daddy feels sorry for us and we
feel sorry for him. He told Mother
he got just what he deserved only
his wife and children were the ones
that

had

to

suffer.

homework,

but

told

Dad

I

Tues. Nov. 13

that way and walked on.
I hate

I

could get a job. Maybe I can get a
job washing dishes somewhere.

it

takes

my mind off my worries.

Dear Diary:

Well, I give up. Gerry was sweep-

ing the snow away from in front of
Tues.

Nov.

6

Dear Diary:
I’m

to shake

the table cloth out

the back door if its O.K. for Gerry
to phone or come over.

our garage when I came down the

alley,

and

I could

tell

from

the

(Continued on Page 24)
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POLITICS,

U.S.

A.

®@ By Two Inrerestep STupENTS
A

FEW

SUGGESTIONS

It is extremely gratifying to observe certain,

recent

tendencies

on

the part of our national government

to make progress in the field of political science.
Streamlining and consolidating
various government agencies and
bureaus, working on a department

of

national

welfare,

and

placing

federal employees’ salaries more in
line with the rest of the nation’s
—yes, these are improvements, and
they show the will to advance.

But so much still remains to be
done. We observe on all sides the
scientific, medical, and engineering

progress which has been made dur-

ing the last two decades. We see
things, undreamed of in former
years, brought from enterprising
imagination into practical use, from
which all may benefit.
Now with all this technical prog-

ress, a complementary

our social,
structures
But there
the latter
dred years

progress in

economic, and political
should be forthcoming.
is none, to speak of. No,
fields are at least a hunbehind the former, and

that makes for no good. Before long
we will have built something which

we neither know how to control or
henefit from, nor, more seriously,

and we are continuing to see the
failure of communism. Both of these
systems have proven themselves incapable of successfully governing rational men. We in the United States
are extremely lucky. We have the
very best foundation stones: equal
and proportionate representation in
self-government; free competition;
good social and labor laws; accumulated wealth in enterprise; and a
good chance for an industrious man
to get ahead, by means of all the
educational and social benefits,

society

offers.

something

I repeat,

solid to build

we

ics,

social

systems,

and

political

science involve the human, person-

al factor (an unknown quantity),
they cannot so easily be reduced to
a laboratory science, and studied in
test tubes.
But, as stated above, a little prog-

tess is being made in studies, undertaken for the betterment of these
structures as they exist in our coun-

try, and the world.

As far as political structures go,
we have seen the failure of facism,

tion need more help than they are
getting. This is especially true in

view

of our country catch up

position

the

United

Ko
WHAT
POLITICAL
PRINCIPALS SHOULD
WE ADOPT?

have

with the progress our scientists have

of the

States is assuming in our one world.
Remember
more _ intelligent
thought-making must precede more
intelligent law-making.
— Jack WELDON

on, but

Today the attention of the world
is focused on the need for achieving
a just and lasting peace. But com-

mon

sense tells us that the peace

made. True, it will take work and
research, and much of it, but the

will be neither just nor lasting if
it does not rest on the proper political principles. So it seems timely just

Most of all, then, we must have
an earnest intelligence shown by our
citizens, so our governmental officials will be encouraged to go forward, in the right direction. We can-

are the proper political principles?”

not afford to stand still, for there is

to be lost by just stand-

dom.” Let us keep this statement
constantly in mind as we seek the
answer to our question.

Perhaps you will say, that’s fine,

In all frankness I must admit that
my own political principles are not

benefits will pay off.

too much

ing still.

now

but so what? What can all of us do
to help out?

even care to.

Needless to say, because econom-

a fact that the lawmakers of our na-

our

build we must. Everyone must be
vitally interested in seeing the gov-

ernment

also to legalize and subsidize a national academy of political science
—a setup whereby men devoting
their lives to just this field, could be
assembled, where they would be
trained, and where they would study.
‘Then, certainly, concrete improvements in Our government would
be forthcoming, improvements from
which all of us would benefit. It is

Well, as a starter, you can vote for
the

best

man,

instead

of the

best

party, and never forget that men
died so you could keep that vote.
You can also write your representatives, telling them that you would
like to see them enact into law a
state academy of political science,
composed of competent men, to
study state and local problems, and
to the legislators, recommendations
backed more by figures and thought,
than by lobbies and privileged interests.

Then,

you

can write your con-

gressman and senator, and ask them

that we

ask ourselves,

“What

St. Thomas Aquinas tells us that,

“Truth is the last end for the entire
universe, and the contemplation of
truth is the chief occupation of wis-

yet
mind.

positively
I feel

formulated
bewildered,

in

my

irritated,

and even angered, by the confusion, the propaganda, and the counter claims,

I hear on all sides. But

at least I can say I am seeking truth,
fairness, and justice.
What I mean to say to you now
is not to try to influence your political principles, but rather to suggest a few fundamentals of proced-

ure for us all to follow in attaining

such principles, particularly these in-

volving world politics, which are today so vital to all on earth.
As a start I recommend that we
take a refresher course in what

(Continued on Page 24)
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GOD’S

GIFT

OF

AUTUMN

As

Oh

it’s autumn, yes it’s autumn, you can tell it all
around!
You can see the leaves new-colored ee they’ve fallen
to the ground.
And the air has lost the warmth of Spring, and has a
certain chill

That puts crispness in the atmosphere and crystals in
the nll,

And it smells of fresh crysanthemums and burning wood
-and spice,
God must surely love the Autumn, ’cause He makes it

specially nice!
For He waves his magic wand of Love o’er farmlands,
woods, and wold,
And He tells the fruits,

“Be ripened,” and He tells the

grain, “Turn gold.”
And He dips His brush and splashes color round the
countryside,

Then’ He tinges here and tinctures there ’till every
shade’s been tried.
But the warm, gay colors aren’t the only joys the
Autumn

brings,

For God tunes the heart to other scenes and plays
Now

upon its strings.
the creatures of the forest don

the giant of the forest
— conquered! — crashes
the ground.

to

Hear the buzzing and the wheezing and the singing of
the saw

As it cuts its clean kerf through the logs laid ’neath its
Hear

steel-toothed jaw.
them split the sawed-off sections

into

logs

of

hearthfire size,

They'll have cheery fires when winter snows sift softly
from the skies.
Through the autumn day they labor in their rustic,
carefree way,

As they load a weary wagon with the products of the
day.

When the work’s done they head homeward, and the
To

wagon wheels thrum
the fruitful farmlands

waiting

for the

harvester

to come.

Perched atop a tassled cornshock in his feather coat
of snow,

Eyeing curiously the big, deep-yellow pumpkins down
below,

Sits a cockadoodling chanticleer, whose raucous clarion
call

Heralds not morning’s early rosy rays, but fully- ripened
fall.

the dress that

Now the clusters of blue-purple grapes hang heavy on

For the hunt is on! And tramping paths of crunching,

And the boughs are burdened with their red and yellow

best deceives,

rustling leaves
Comes the hunter,

with

his gun

in hand —a

setter

at his side,

Seeking timid tenants of the groves and places where
they hide,

And exploring in the tanglewood and underneath the
brush,

Entering nests from which the rabbits run, or quail in
covies flush;
Scampering squirrels cease nut-hunting, and wild tur-

keys have all fled,
But the hunter’s keen eyes spot the south-bound wild
ducks overhead;
He can feel his heartbeat quicken as he wades across
the fen,

Then he halts, and aims, and fires —a shot cracks far
across the glen,
And he smiles, and with his faithful dog starts out to

find his kill;
Only whispering winds and distant sounds now break
the sylvan still.
Slow and measured are the heavy strokes that grumble
through the trees,

While the woodsmen wield their axes with a manly,
skillful ease,
Then a mighty oak
cries resound,
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tree falters, and

the

“Timber!”

the vine,
fruit; the whine

Of the reaper rattling down

the rows of golden grain

and corn
Is a part of Fall, like the new-filled crib, or the hayloft
in the barn.

And the last of the vegetables are picked and snatched
from the biting frost,

And are stored away lest the summer sweat and labor
should be lost.
Scenes of peace: the standing shocks, the lowing herd,
the rustling leaves,
The abandoned plow, the piled-up logs, the birds
gathered neath the eaves.

In the kitchen of the cottage kettles ales out clouds
of steam;

There’s

a friendly kind of feeling in the firelights’

flickering gleam.
And there’s cheer on frostly mornings when the coffee

starts to perk;
Sounds of merry laughter fill the day for womenfolk
at work,

Busy canning and preserving the good earth’s autumnal
yield

From the vine and from the orchard, from the garden
and the field.
And

when

solemnly

from his perch,

the rooster sounds

the Sabbath

All the people from the country round then gather at
the church,

There to lift their hearts to God in songs and prayers
of thankful praise
For a goodly harvest bountiful throughout the autumn
days,

And the songs of praise sound faintly far across the
;
peaceful vale,
And are answered by the echoes of the winter wind’s
low wail.
—Rosert Woop

Soe,
o%
SAGE SAYING
Of fools who move posterity,
No greater fool than he
who stand beneath a barren
And shakes a fruitless tree.

FALL

as

COMES

W.

Tostss

ME

Fall comes to me as an old friend who beckons from a

warm gold portal.
Who

waves a brisk “hello” from hills and valley ...

and whose

THANKSGIVING

DAY

Everybody’s in a hustle,
In a dither, in a bustle

On this Thanksgiving Day;
And the kiddies all are busy,

And the poor cook is so dizzy
From their crowding all around,
From each noisy, happy sound
On

this Thanksgiving Day.

The turkey now is steaming
In the roaster that is screaming
On this Thanksgiving Day;
The dainties all are hidden
In the cupboard that’s forbidden;
On this Thanksgiving Day.

limb,

4

TO

THIS

So till things are done in style,
We'll just have to wait awhile

— Raymonp
x

ON

7

The pipe that Pop is smoking
Makes us laugh without his joking,
On this Thanksgiving Day;
The smoke that he is making
Joins with that of Mamma’s baking
With a sweet and tempting smell;
That’s a proof that all is well,

On this Thanksgiving Day.
Ding-ding! At last, it’s ready!

In her crisp and daring spirit as she meets the world ...

And the pound of feet is steady,
On this Thanksgiving Day;
“Mine’s the wishbone!” someone yells,

With her banner of crimson dawn upon the fields; a
purple

“T like white meat!” another tells,
“Wait! But first, we'll thank the Lord

Heralding becomes immortal . . . immortal in her everlasting beauty...

Eventide upon the hills unfurled.
Fall becomes

as a small child with tiny arms that

mis¢ .<+ fo
Greet some stranger

and

to hold

him

in the spell

of sky-blue
Eyes . . . who laughs as only fragile waters laugh .. .

and weeps

For His bountiful reward
On this Thanksgiving Day,”
— ARTHUR J. SCHMIDT .

¥

x

DACTYL DIRGE
Deep in the forest a castle is standing,

As only sleepy day can weep . . . when she longs for
night to

Carry her to sleep.
Fall departs from me as a great bird with song serene
and
Plumage bright . . . whose passing flight is vivid,
graceful,

Wonderful, but too quickly goes from sight .. . Fall
...a bird
Whose life is beautiful and free ... until . . . the
lovely wing’ed
Creature’s breast is pierced by winter’s cruel shafts . . .
and
Freedom dies . . . with all the rest.
—N.

D. HELLwic

Weathered and weakened by nature’s unending
Beating and soaking and searing for years,
Thick with the maples and sycamores blending;
Friends from the bramble and ivy vines peering,
Rabbit and squirrel and rattler leering,
Moths through great cracks in granite walls float,
Spiders a-web in a maze, once a clearing;
Memories of knights holding banners unfurled,

Passing in requiem by oaks tough and knurled,
Armor plate rusting, brings visions of monarchs,
Memories alone now, not part of this world;
Deep in the forest, with dew-laden girth,

Sags there a castle encrusted with earth,

Dormant, eye-window-lids closed by the past,
Pathway and moat destined not for re-birth.

— Raymonp W. Tos1as
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Moonety

Yes, football today in most cases is big business. It

is for this reason that the athletic powers-that-be deserve
Once again we approach that day set aside for us
give thanks for the blessings we have received.

a special word of praise. Without resorting to ‘hiring’

Thanksgiving Day has always been a day to pause and

reputation through the years as one of the best teams

reflect.

in their class, capable of giving almost any other team

to

From a material point of view, we have much more
for which to be thankful this year. The gleaming new
refrigerator and toaster stand in the kitchen. That new
car is not nearly as far away as it seemed last year.
Everything else, from racing yachts to fingernail files,
is becoming more plentiful as industry is recovering

players in one form or another, the Flyers have built a
a rough afternoon. This year’s edition of the Red and
Blue has done nothing to diminish that reputation.

We can be proud that the University of Dayton is
represented by a good team, a winning team and one
which is not a group of professionals parading under college colors.
—CK.B.

from its reconversion headaches.

Ke

It is not this material wealth entirely, however,
which makes our land such a favored one. Those intangibles listed in the constitution — freedom of speech,
assembly and religion, the right to due process of law
— are the real treasures for which we give thanks. It was
to secure these rights that our ancestors left their homes
and families to come to America. These are the things
for which we really give thanks, the things we really
value,

THESPIANS

Last year we expressed our appreciation for peace
throughout the world, the first time in six long years.
Later events have proved that we were somewhat premature, the conflict merely has been transferred from
the battlefield to the conference table. Our ideals are
not nearly as secure as we might imagine; enemies
from within and without continue to press the attack.
As we pause to give thanks, let us remember that eternal
vigilance is the price of freedom. If we keep this in
mind, we can celebrate Thanksgiving Day in years to

come with just as much meaning as we do this year.
|
—C.K.B.
Khas

eS

One of the largest and best known student organizations on the campus is the Thespian group. As the name
indicates, the Thespians are interested in theatrical
productions and each year present a widely varied program of plays. This year, they have selected as their first

production the three act play, “The Song of Bernadette”
fame.

of

the

best-seller

and

record-smashing-movie

Throughout the war years, the Thespians, as were
many others, were faced with a severe manpower shortage. Despite this handicap, they continued to present
high quality performances. Now that there is a surplus

instead of a shortage, the Thespians should do even better. If you want an evening of good entertainment as
well as an exhibition of school spirit, don’t miss “The
Song of Bernadette.”
—C.K.B.

ae
ELECTION
As almost anyone who is not deaf, dumb and blind
knows, we have just passed through an election. Words

TEAM

flowed like water as candidates variously ‘pointed with

It takes quite a story to be termed a football scandal
today. The practice of hiring outstanding players to

records of their opponents. Yes, another election has

THE

play college football, cloaked under the term ‘athletic

scholarships’ is a common practice. Million dollar stadiums and head coaches earning three times as much as

a full professor are nothing unusual.
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pride’ to their own records and ‘viewed with alarm’ the
come and gone and the will of the people has been
expressed.
Thousands of words have been devoted to extolling

our system of democracy in whith we use ballots instead

of bullets to make our wishes known. One idea seems
to have been lost in all the shuffle, however, and that
thought should have special significance to us as university students. It has become traditional for the uni-

versity students to serve as the guardians of freedom
wherever it is found. In lands where peaceful means are
not always available, it is the student class which leads
the demand for reforms, sometimes even backing up
these demands with revolt. Here, such extremes are not

necessary. Still, the colleges and universities of our land

have lived up to this tradition by producing a large per-

centage of our elected officials from the presidents on
down. Above all, they have contributed to the development of a clear-thinking, level-headed segment of the

population which actually names our officials.
This is the record of the colleges and universities.
This is the record of the University of Dayton. Now
that the election is over, let us look back and see if we
showed the leadership which was expected of us. Remember too, that in many ways this was just a prelude
for 1948. Let us make sure that we continue to fulfill
our duties as citizens and college students.

—C.K.B.

Kee
LET’S FACE REALITIES
People have begun life anew. After years of dreadful
fighting on the one hand, anxious waiting on the other,
they may once again take up where they left off, and
lead a normal human life. At least in certain portions of
the world, they are heaving great sighs of relief, thank-

ful that at least the saner portions of the human race

regained mental balance. Others are

still in the throes of the aftermath of war, hungry, cold,

worried,

without hope, and,

in many

cases, ill unto

death. The very pity of it!

ity for all to get what they have long wanted: new cars,

ice-boxes, refrigerators, master-mixers and the variety of
foods which for years back could not even be thought of,
much less obtained. What things we can be thankful
for, luxuries for the most part, whilst so many elsewhere

haven’t even the bare necessities of life. Do we realize
that?

At the time of our entry into the world conflict and

throughout its duration, it certainly was gratifying to see
people in all walks of life attending services in* their
respective churches and thus acknowledging their en-

tire dependence on God, the Almighty Father. It made
or not the true Christian

What is the reality today? People have gone back to
their old ways? The blessings of peace have made them
forgetful, and neglectful of their duty of gratitude.
Why? Because they rather feel that, with dangers
passed and prosperity ahead, God is no longer needed.
The enemy has been defeated and driven from us, our
prayers have been heard, and so, what further need have
we of priest, minister, and rabbi? ‘These may now go

taking a secure place in the minds and hearts of men

today. But what an indictment that is to their sense of
justice and fair play! Is it only in times of need and
danger that we should turn to God and pray? Do we
have friends only to prey upon their kindness and
generosity? Shall we turn from the supreme Hand that
has so abundantly blessed us? Or, shall we not kiss It
in humble reverence and profound gratitude? It is true
that it is natural to pray in time of serious impending
danger. But prayer should figure in our lives whether
there is danger or not. It is a matter of keeping in

direct contact with God, all through the days of our

Here at home in our country, there is the opportun-

one ask whether

Yes, and you G. I.’s, was it very long ago that your
life was in constant danger? Was it so long ago that you
had no idea of just how much life was still to fall to
your lot? Were you so certain of returning home to your
parents and loved ones? Were not those rather anxious
days? You know they were. Do you remember how you
fingered your rosary whilst you sat in your fox-hole, or
while you were out in full flight towards your bombing
objective? Do you recall your many nights in the jungle
or on ship, when you would look up into the quiet starlit heavens, and, almost in spite of yourself, impressed
by the grandeur and beauty of those uncounted worlds
sailing in space, there would come to your lips a silent
prayer?

their way, for their utility is at an end. Besides, are we
not busy as never before with the great tasks at hand?
Yes, this is the attitude that is slowly creeping into and

The war has been over now well beyond a year.

have once more

honorable place in the daily lives of the rank and file
of our people.

spirit on

earth was at long last becoming a reality and taking its

earthly pilgrimage. Heaven will be a continuation of
this contact, and getting there and meeting God face to
face will be like meeting an old acquaintance, if this
can be said without irreverence.
Life is no idle dream, but a stern reality, as we were
so well told during the days of our retreat. Let’s face it
squarely, keeping its ultimate end and purpose well in
view. God is also a reality. He must be reckoned with
in everything. Therefore, let’s turn to Him as we should,
in prosperity as in adversity. How? Have we not our
daily Mass, our noon Benedictions, our private prayers,
Catholic Action which consists largely in trying to make
others better by the force of our good example in Chris-

tian living? In the end, are not these the very things
that will help us most? Let’s face the realities!

—CS.
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Hae ees
WOMEN’S
May we introduce to Exponent readers a young lady

who has come to this university from Norway. Here are
her first impressions of — well, read on and see.
Editor
THE

BIG EVENT

OF THE

WEEK

Since I left Norway six weeks ago many things have
happened to me which have made a deep impression

Saturday,

for

instance,

I

attended

my

fact, I did not see the ball at all. Instead of kicking the
ball everyone seemed to kick all the other fellows. I am

still wondering why they call the game “Football.”
Epet DieTRricHsoNn

Sey
MY COLLECTION OF I.0.U.’s
The mention of an I. O. U. at
stirred sad recollections for me. I.
painful subject to me. I. O. U.’s are
tion, or at least of my family. My
the possibilities of I. O. U.’s when

the recent pep-rally
O. U.’s are a very
the curse of the nabrothers discovered
they first entered

E.

McGarry

that it was too much trouble to try to collect them.
But I learned my lesson; never take an I.O.U. unless it’s dated.
— ANNE HuFFMAN

oe

oe

A SONG
This life is a medley of songs
That are sung as the years pass by.
But only the brave sing the songs

first

the whole game I did not see anyone kick the ball, in

. Rrra

gentlemanly thing to pay his debts. I collected two
I. O. U.’s in this manner, the rest I discarded. I decided

That never, never die.

football game. Of course, I have seen football games in
Europe but not anything like the game the Americans
play. My first impression of the game was very embarrassing. ‘he game seemed to me to have nothing to
do with football. It was rather a game consisting of .

what we call handball, and the game seemed also to
have much in common with a wrestling match. During

.

payment wnitten on these notes. It took me three
months to convince my brother, Larry, that it was the

on me. Everything over here is so different from what
we are used to in Europe that I think it will take some
time before I am used to this country. To describe a
big event is not so difficult for me as every day is filled
with something new and interesting.
Last

EDITOR

— Sister M. Pau

ee
MAKE-BELIEVE

As he stood by the roadside, his bow in its kit,
His steed was quite restless and chafed at its bit.
The command he awaited came quickly and shrill

From the look-out’s position just over the hill.
To saddle he bounded — and there for awhile
Was plunged into battle in rocking-horse style.
—SIsTER M. Pau.

*

*

*

FRUSTRATION
O, that I might a poet be,
It would soothe my troubled soul.
But the Muses never sing to me

high school. Thereafter, when they wanted to borrow
money from me, they wouldn’t ask for it. Instead, they

So I seek a humbler role.

would say in a grandiso manner, “I'll give you my
I. O. U..” At first, trusting soul that I was, I accepted

Though I cast my glance on the moonlit sea
Or gaze at the emerald hills,
It will always be raining rain to me,

their statement at face value. I would give them the
money and receive in turn a slip of paper, However,
came the dawn of realization: there were no dates for
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And

never

daffodils.
— Sister M.

Pau.

AN

AGE

OLD

POSTWAR

QUESTION

Have you ever noticed the decided change that takes
place in a girl during the later teens? She, over night,
becomes a woman. Her girlish curls become a glamorous bob, her smiling lips take on a scarlet hue, and
last but not least,

her saddles are exchanged for a two-

inch heel which hurts her feet and changes her athletic
stride to a semi-sophisticated wobble.
After this outward change of appearance there is the
step of adapting herself to adult society, that is playing
cards, dancing and gossiping. To talk or not to talk,
that is the question. Whether ’tis nobler to suffer the
pain and disgrace of not knowing the latest gossip, or to
take up arms against a sea of chit-chat. Women, women,

what some won’t say others will.

The technique of gossiping is one acquired after long
periods of practice. Girls usually get a very early start.
These girls during the early teens find themselves present at affairs that are commonly known as hen sessions.
Here they discuss the current drips, movie heroes, and
the home town swoon boys. Boys laugh at these affairs;
they say girls are silly. But why are they held? Men in
their adolescent melancholy state form women haters’
clubs, and hold exclusive parties which they boastingly
refer to as stag parties, which are the same as the hen
parties.

:

Later in life one finds the germ of women’s social
activity to be bridge. In the intervals between games
they use the time dishing the dirt. Men usually make
the profound observation, “My, how women talk.” Have
you ever noticed the barber shop conversations of men?
These conversations are not always confined to politics.
Some people call it talking shop. Take it from me, it is
just plain gossip.

Men frequently accuse women

derstand.

of being hard to un-

Did you ever watch the nondescript character

that drinks his coffee while reading the morning paper

and is completely oblivious of his wife seated thoughtfully at the opposite side of the table?

TOMORROW

Every once in a while, when I am listening to the
radio, or reading a magazine, I start picturing tomorrow’s world, and I sink into a reveries of dreams of that
new, modern, fast, exciting life awaiting us after peace
is once more obtained, and the world is serene with the

feeling of security. In this contemplating idleness, whenever it overtakes me, many thoughts crowd my mind,
unaware of the fact that now there is just “standing
room only.” Humorous plans hold the upper hand, and
the serious part of this post-war tomorrow takes second
place for the time being.

I can just picture myself sitting in an air-conditioned
chair on a hot afternoon in July, watching the latest
easy
~

news on the radio—just now they are showing the
“400’s” garden tea on Long Island. Oh, the dresses the
women are wearing are simply ravishing! Mother just
flew back from Chicago after spending a day there shop-

ping, and the plane just left her off at our stop.

I can

hear myself saying to her: “Oh, Mother, the telephone
just about drove me crazy today. First it was the butcher

—he called three times—and he said he just knew you

would like to have steak for dinner tonight. He’s bringing it over in about fifteen minutes. ‘Then, we had at

least six calls from maids who would like positions. One
had at least eight pre-war references, but what do they
mean now? I told them they would just have to wait
until it was convenient for you to interview them.
Ah! supper is on the table now—the dumb-waiter
works silently while the automatic dishwasher and drier
are ready to perform their tasks in an hour or so. Junior
comes rushing home late as usual—he just had to see
that double-header at Cincinnati.

After everything has

quieted down, he pops the usual Saturday night question to Dad—“Couldn’t I have the plane tonight? Gee,
I’ve got the hottest date, and I even had the plane
simonized at the best hangar in town. Ah! Can't I
Dad?”—and after Dad hems and haws around for a
while, he finally gives in and Junior rushes away to
shave his three whiskers on his chin.

In the evening, we settle down in some springy com-

Women wear crazy hats. Yes they do but have you
noticed the loud shirts of men and boys or the horrible
yellow or red socks that men just seem to love?

fortable plastic chairs, out on the lawn. Dad presses a
button and hundreds of tiny springling units send up a

“ T starve while my wife plays bridge.” Did you ever
notice the number of women who spend evenings all
alone while the hubby plays poker with a group of

anxiously awhile and then turns to Dad, saying, “Isn't

crabby husbands?

Such is life.

The trouble with women is that they like to gossip,
discuss

bridge.

clothes,

and

men,

wear

crazy

hats,

and

play

I say “full speed ahead girls, I think that you

are grand.” From my personal observation I would say
that the trouble with women is men.

—Becry L. SHaw

spray of water on the grass.

Mother watches the sky

traffic especially heavy tonight?” and Dad glances up-

ward.

Then he mumbles, “Well, I just hope Junior

doesn’t go through a red light—that will mean no plane
for him for a month if he does.”

And. while these dreams of mine go on, I can just

imagine saying to my grandchildren, “Oh, yes, I can

remember the days when automobiles were in style”—

and I sink deeper and deeper into those dreams of post—Maryjorie May
war tomorrow.
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COMMUTING

fashion subject you to a barrage of

© By Tuomas J. McGree

words from the beginning of the
trip to the end. One effective remedy however is to pretend ignorance of the English language. Your

For our suburban U.D. students.

nuisance,

Tam a commuter. Quite a number
of my neighbors also use public conveyances in going to and fro from
work, school and visiting friends.
Before I cast my lot in with theirs
little did I realize the hazards that
the people have daily throughout
the years. I am still an amateur but
I have learned fast. The rules are
few and simple but must be fol
lowed before gaining proficiency in
the art.

The
happens

individual

who

to see the mad

by chance
confusion

in transportation terminals, may
wonder why the commuter persists
in following this perilous pursuit.
Why not do something less excit-

ing, such as flag pole sitting or stunt

flying. The truth is that the com-

muter is a victim of circumstances.

Perhaps the family car is needed at

home too, and the hubby gallantly
lets the wife have the car. Maybe he
cannot get a car, or perhaps he cannot drive to town if he had a car.

There are a thousand and one rea-

sons but it all boils down to one
thing: walking the required distance
would take too much time and energy and there is only one alternative,

tide the bus or the train or any

reasonable facsimile thereof.

At first when faced with the prospect of joining the commuters’
ranks, the individual hesitates, Later

after a few trips he may still resist

and affect an air of indifference to
the whole idea. He soon learns how-

ever,

after

being

trampled

upon,

shoved and generally shaken up,
and he plunges into the game with
a zeal that may cause amazement to
the old hands.

Some of the more important rules
should be brought to the attention
of the newcomer. It is better to

know them ahead of time than to
learn them by experience. Travel

lightly. Leave the ping pong table
and the golf clubs at home. Be phyPage
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broken English might

sically fit. It might be a good idea
to go to the local gymnasium and
exercise a bit for the ordeal ahead.
Wear old clothes. New ones will
become old rapidly. Have a ticket
ready for the driver. Bus drivers
can wax very sarcastic and display
no sympathy whatever for the poor
unfortunate who remembers everything except buying a ticket. Getting on the buses these days is quite

an art in itself, and not for a second

must the traveller lose that steadfastness of purpose. The man at your
elbow is now your enemy as are the

people on all sides. In other words

you are surrounded by potential foes
all trying to get through a two-foot
door. In case you make it do not
stand in the door and shout a cry of
triumph for the person behind you
may sneak past. A seat must now
be secured. The experienced ones
never let their feelings get the better of them. A smile may appear on
the face of some one who wishes

you to give her your place but that

is all.

The standees are the have nots
and they are a bad-tempered set.
They look with envy upon the more
agile ones who are sitting down and
apparently enjoying the scenery.

‘These standees are the people to
avoid when getting off the bus,
but if you have the hard luck to sit

silence

the

Bus drivers are usually courteous,

competent and cheerful. If left alone
and not told how to drive by any
of the passengers he will usually
get you to your destination on time.
True you may have had a brush
or two with a passing truck and

been off the road a few times but
these incidents soon become trivial.
The buses are comfortable to a de-

gree if the rider does not have to ride
over the wheels. When you see four
empty seats available they are prob-

ably located over the wheels. A trip
spent in one of these seats is quite
trying since you are in a semi-verti-

cal position while the person next
to you is riding in comfort. A

visit

to the chiropracter will usually get
you in shape again.
The

lot of the standee is the

hardest to bear. He is subjected to

the changing speed of the bus. The
brakes may be applied just as the
standee has relaxed his grip. The

next instant finds him in the aisle
in a most undignified position.

Sometimes

the standees are struck

on the head by odd bits of luggage
falling from the racks but first aid

will be administered by the genia
driver.

Commuting would not be so disagreeable if there were not so many
commuters. And today conditions
indicate an increasing number of

these unhappy souls. Travel today

in the rear of the bus you are faced

is a dull hard grind and do not let

them. You might use your luggage
for blocking. You might be subjected to a few jabs in the ribs and
other like indignities, but keep
charging ahead and usually you can

work is within walking distance of

with the prospect of getting around

make

it. If you

keep your mouth
vious reasons.

have

false teeth

closed

for

ob-

Commuting is a tiresome affair
and most people prefer to ride in

silence instead of attempting to engage the fellow traveler in conversation. A few of the more hardy

ones will in the Ancient Mariner-

the travel folder fool you. If your
your home and there are groceries

and theaters in your vicinity, be
thankful for at least one thing in
your life, you are not a commuter.

CAFETERIA

CHARACTERS

your chair — with their hot breath
searing your neck and an occasional
cough accentuating their hunger until you can bear it no longer. As
you stagger out of the cafeteria with
your face the latest shade of green —

@ By Par Rap AND JEANNE LEBOEUF
Don’t scalp us for writing this.

they dive, like vultures at your left-

Did
up to
write
of the

ya’ ever have someone come
you and say—“Hey, you —
something for the next issue
Exponent!” If you did, you

hound; he can smell chocolate cake

at five hundred yards. He is the boy

really have talent!” 2. Then after a

who waits until all his friends have
stood in line and are almost ready
to sit down and enjoy their food.
He then comes rushing in — dashes
up to the table—looks over the

little meditation,

food,

probably had two reactions—l. You

thought, “Gee, this is swell — I must
“Yeh, it’s swell —

This happened to us the other
day. We were standing in the arcade, doing a fine job of loafing,
when we were told to write an article. We tried to think of some neat

two huge “malts” and sat down
(believe it or not). Suddenly the
place was filled with people, so we
decided — “Here’s our chance, we'll

tell our dear readers about the carnivorous (?) animals in the cafe
at noon!
First, there’s the fellow who seems

to think he’s still in the Army. He
tushes in, gets his food, and races
for a sparsely-populated corner in
the cafe. He immediately acts like
a fireman shoveling coal and all the
while he’s eating, he keeps looking
from side to side, to make sure that
no one will steal his food. Now,

isn’t that silly? Everyone can buy a
hotdog and a cake — if he has thirty-

five cents.
_

Then,

there’s the “Queen

of the

Campus” — the gal who brings her
lunch. “Medical science has proof
positive” that this is the easiest way
to get dates for any number of
occasions. All the gal has to do is
to wave her lunch in the fellow’s

face and

he’s hers. Research

has

proved that a stalk of celery is the
best bait in the world if a big husky

and

before

line ahead of him. He charges like
a fullback and is up to the counter in

two seconds flat. Why doesn’t Harry

We staggered into the “cafe”, weary

strain, ordered

best,

Out in front there is the “bulldozer” type. Rushing into the cafeteria, he is not terrified by the long

All of a sudden, it was 12:30 and
the lunch period was ready to begin.
all our mental

the

like a fly, buzzes to another table.

ideas but gee, it wasn’t easy.

from

selects

anyone can say, “Hey, ya’ big hog,
leave my lunch alone or I'll smash
ya’ one!” has gulped it down and,

but what will-I write about?”

-

get him? Strictly the aggressive type.
After he gets to the counter, he
doesn’t know what he wants. Workers in the cafe tear their hair out,

people keel over from hunger.

Have you forgotten the slick, sly
type who, when you are looking the
other way, sneaks — steals up — and
grabs a valuable morsel of food
(something you’ve been saving) and
downs it so fast you don’t even know
what happened until you are ready
to eat this valued bit of food and
instead of enjoying it—you dis-

cover

it’s your

hand,

that you're

gnawing on — not food.
Some of the most dangerous of
the cafeteria characters are the “chair
snatchers”. The title is self-explanatory. “Now you see it —now you
don’t” describes this particular incident. No doubt you too have experienced the bottomless feeling of sitting down on nothing although the
previous moment it was there—the
chair, that is. By the time you recover from your fall, the chair is on
the other side of the cafeteria.

Another

obnoxious

type is the

The next person we will discuss is

“hungry hangovers” — those that
stand in back of your chair and
look hungrily on and as much as to
say “Hurry
up,
I’m. starving.”

the “Scavenger”. He’s a cross be-

You can’t exactly blame them since

tween

they too are in need of nourishment.

football player is the target.

This

Joe College and
lad

has

a

nose

Mr. Keen.
like

a

wolf.

They

remain

there,

hanging

over

over food.
After

this

dissertation,

some

of

our dear readers may get the wrong
impression of the U. D. students
at lunch. Really, they aren’t all
classified in the above grouping.
There are some who aren’t scavengers, bull-dozers, or chair snatchers.
Of course, they are in the minority,

and are very seldom to be found, but
— they’re around — I guess.

Author’s note: We wish to extend
our thanks to all those who were
able to read this entire article.
You have the patience, fortitude

and strength of Dali, Sinatra and
Karloff when they looked at Lena

the Hyena. Besides that, we paid
you good money.

oe
LONESOME ROAD
Old lonesome road,

I'll be a friend to you,
Forlorn, forsaken,

Shoulders hid from view,
Soft footsteps
I will place
Between the lines
Upon your timeworn face;
Old crumbling friend,
I'll ease your lonesome heart,
Devoid, decrepid,
Shorn of ox and cart,
Please harken,
Feet still flee
Along your way,
From den and hollow tree;

Old rut and ridge,
l’ll share your sorrow now,
Hid from the highway,
Weed on weathered brow,

Fond memories
We will share

Before the dusk
Brings darkness hard to bear;
Old friend of mine,

We share a loathsome load,
My cane is yours,

We age, old lonesome road.
— RaymMonp
Page
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BERTRAM

Bertram was very pleased with the
privileges he received at Alumni

Humor

room with another Freshie, but was

Hall. In the first place, he didn’t

or satire? Both.

@ By Mave.ine UNCER

It was a big day in the life of
Bertram E. Beaver, (Ii. for Eager)
because a great new adventure lay
before him. ‘Today he was going to
cast aside his boyish ways for the
exciting experiences of manhood!

Bertram was about to enroll in the
Big University.

given the great apportunity of liying with an upperclassman, Clarence ‘I’. Clipper (T. for The). BertTam was anxious
to meet his
“roomie” and so he perched coyly
on the bed to await his arrival. The
next morning Bertram was‘ still
perching (but not so coyly) and
still no Clarence. By this time Bertram had grown quite perturbed—
also hungry — so he stepped out for
a double chocolate malt. When
Bertram returned he was immediate-

Mamma Beaver also arose early
that morning to prepare little Bert-

ly sorry becouse his roommate had

ram for his trip to the city. With his
tuition hidden in the secret compartment of his brand new wallet

your new roommate and I’ve already

(a present from Uncle George), and

his train fare pinned securely in his
breast pocket, Bertram said goodbye

to Mamma

and Papa Beaver and

was on his way.
“Rooty-too-too, Rooty-too-too,
Dayton U,” chanted Bertram as he
trudged up the hill to the great University. When he entered the portals of St. Marys Hall, a wonderful,

exhilerating feeling rushed through

him.
“Gee-min-y,” he sighed, “to think

that I will be a part of all this!”

Just then he spied a fellow coming
toward him, who (he could tell),
was an ideal, intelligent U. D. student.

ram

“Oh,

pardon

meekly.

me,”

said Bert-

“I wish to begin my

college career and I wonder if you
would help me.” “Youse has come
to da right party, Bub. I'll show

youse around,”

replied the intelli-

gent student. “Oh, thank you, my
name is Bertram E. Beaver (E. for
Eager).” “Uh—yeh?
Dats nice.

Everybody calls me Joe.” “Then I
shall call you Joe too,” said Bertram eagerly, “and you can be my

buddy— buddy.”
It didn’t take Joe very long to
point out the highlights of the Campus to Bertram. Anyone could see
that a football player and B. M.

O. C. like Joe would naturally know

about
Dorm,

the important places; the
the cemetery, the fishpond,

the cemetery, the woods, the cemetery, the stadium, the cemetery, the

parking lot, and the cemetery.

arrived and he wasn’t there to greet
him. “Oh, Clarence,” he cried, “I’m
done you a great discourtesy.”
. Clarence raised an eyebrow.
Encouraged Bertram went on anxiously, “My name is Bertram Beaver
and I’m very glad to have you for a
“roomie,”

— really I am, and...

“Gotta cigarette?” asked Clarence.
“Oh — no,” Bertram apologized,
“T don’t indulge in smoking.”
“Hell,” said Clarence, as he open-

ed his last carton of Luckies.
Bertram found himself very popular during the next two weeks —
Frosh initiation had begun. People
were always calling to him and asking him to do things. He was quite

important and in such a short time
too!
The following Friday night (Hell

nite), was slightly disillusioning to
Bertram, who was bathed in purple
paint, forced to smoke a cigar, and
had all his lovely curls sheared to a
one-fourth inch crew cut. (correction: crude cut). When he dragged
his bloody body and much broken
spirit back to the Dorm that night
he found his bed had been initiated
too.

Nevertheless,

Bertram

fell on

the springs into a deep, deep sleep.
The sun was shining when Bertram awoke — even Clarence was
smiling. (He had slept well on two

mattresses.) “You were a good sport

last night,” said Clarence. And with

that Bertram sprang from his battered bed
— his spirit kindled once
more.
B. M.

After all, Clarence,
O. C. had paid him

a real
the su-

preme compliment. “Oh joy, oh rap-

ture,”

sighed

Bertram.

“Oh

game and the campus was in an up-.

roar. Bertram couldn’t find Clarence anywhere so he went to the
game with two other Freshies (who
really wanted to stay back in the
Dorm and study). U. D. won in a
glorious 42-30 victory over Xavier,
and Joe was the star of the game.
As the gun announced the game’s
end, Bertram rushed to the door of

the lockers to see the players leave

the Field. When Joe walked by, the
crowd cheered and Bertram waved
excitedly. To his great joy, Joe
looked over
— smiled and winked
at him. “He smiled at me,” breathed
Bertram rapturously. Just then the
“Queen” of the Campus and Joe’s
best girl (who had been standing in
front of Bertram) turned to her girl
friend. “Isn’t Joe sweet? He always
smiles and winks at me after every
game —if we win.” But Bertram
just laughed and laughed as he
walked away. He knew that Joe had
smiled at HIM — after all they were
buddy-buddies.
One Wednesday night, Bertram
had finished his lessons and was contemplating a trip to the movies
with some other Freshmen. Bertram
decided that the Sigma would be
nice! His thoughts were rudely interrupted by a few paragraphs of
violent swearing from Clarence. Suddenly, the swearing ceased and Clarence turned on Bertram with a
gleam in his eye. “Sa-a-a-y Bertram”,
he drooled, “whatcha gonna do tonight?” “I am going to see “Barroom Bill Rides Again” at the Sigma,” he replied, “would you like
to go along?” “Aaahh, kid stuff,”

sneered Clarence, “how'd you like
to go out with me and really do
something exciting?” “Ooooh,”
breathed

Bertram,

super-duper—I

“that

would

mean,

be

it really

would.” “Natch, you realize that it’s
quite an honor to travel
upperclassman so to show
preciation, you can pay
drinks.” “Ho, ho,” laughed
“IT guess we can buy lots

with an
your apfor the
Bertram,
of milk

with the ten dollars I got from home
today.” “Ho,ho,” laughed Clarence
—as the gleam returned to his eye.

Bertram found himself very popu(Continued on Page 24)
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nuts,”

said Clarence.
It was the afternoon of the big

Student
LET’S

TALK

Essays
TURKEY

JOE

Having turkey this Thanksgiving?
If so, after reading this, you will
probably have a guilty conscience
while you are enjoying your. dinner!
Why do I say that? Just look at any
turkey and you will know the answer. Since it’s nearing that certain
time in November, all of them have
that “do or don’t, live or won’t”

look about them, just as if to say,
“What have I got to be thankful
for?”
Why not consider just how many
things a turkey has to be thankful
for on Thanksgiving Day? Name one
thing and you’ve named them all —
nothing. From the time he is
hatched to the time he begins to
fatten, there is only one main idea
in his mind. That is, someday he
will be used as a centerpiece for
someone’s Thanksgiving table, and
the only consolation the turkey has
is that he makes a lovely centerpiece. Even though he is treated like
any other domestic animal, fed even
better than some, and endowed with

a

beautiful

coat

of

multi-colored

feathers, there is still the old wood

stump and sharpened axe to keep
reminding him of his inevitable
end.
But even when this time comes
around every year, man won't let
turkeys die in peace. First they must
advertise them, minimize them, baf-

fle them while raffling them, stare
at them, glare at them, give away or

take away, tie them up or buy them
up. There is no end to the unrest
of a turkey’s mind.
And for the turkeys that are saved
from the axe on Thanksgiving, they
still have Christmas to look forward
to, and

after that,

numerous

other

occasions where people must and
usually do have turkey.
Turkeys come and turkeys go —
there’s

no

2G

conclusion

to

the

old,

old story— it just continues on and

on. The only conclusion is for the
poor “to be pitied” turkey.
— Detores SIZEMORE

COLLEGE MEETS
JANE COED

As a high school student I visioned the gay social whirl of college

life and longed for the day when

my dream would become real. Part
of my dream has been realized,
I am a college student. However,
after the thirty days on the beautiful university campus in which I
have been searching for the gay
times, I have come

to the conclus-

ion that the gay times are a nebulous
myth.
Much perplexed, I asked myself

why should this be. I found my answer on the front page of the first
issue of the University of Dayton
News. Headline: “School Faces Girl
Shortage. There are 4.769 male
students for each of the members of
the fair sex.”
Now I have travelled a long way
to acquire an education but “book
larning” is not enough; it must be
rounded out by social contacts. Being a student of engineering and
somewhat mathematically minded I

resolved to apply my x’s and y’s to
the problem
solution.

in hopes of finding a

A similar problem confronted the

entire nation in 1942. I am referring,
of course, to the meat shortage. ‘To
circumvent this national calamity
Congress enacted a rationing pro-

gram. Therein lies my answer.
It shall be assumed that the average coed can have three dates a week
without detrimental effect to her

grades. Now since there are 4.764
men students for each of the women
students it is found by a simple ratio

that

a man can have but approxi-

mately twelve dates a semester. It
is proposed that the administration
of the rationing program be carried
on by the Dean of Men.
The only difficulty that can be
foreseen is the possibility of the
establishment of a black market. It

is believed that the good sportsmanship of the students will preclude
this possibility.

LOVE

ON

THE

CAMPUS

You all know the pipe-smoking
campus

men

who are supposed

to

have gals back home — well, maybe
so — for the ones who’ve never coked
the
has
the

in the Cafe or stood observing in
Arcade
— but for the Joe who
—the hometown girls are in
dim, dim, past. These U. D.

Women have it. (Also pronounced
IT).
This year’s crop of lovelies is no
exception —they’re

as

enticing

as

just what your heart desires.
Natcherly according to Newton’s
3rd Law, Darwin’s Opus 7.11, and

Robert’s Rules of Order, I must admit that a small percentage is nonhabit-forming— you know, the type
of girl who comes to college to
study. But the Ivory Theorum

proves

that

99.4%

(they float—

from one man to another), are delectable. The former come to College to prepare themselves for a
career; the latter come to College
to prepare themselves.

Initiation week— that arm-twist-

ing, molasses and flour period—
was a trying time for these sweet,
young things in their early nicoteens. The Dean of Women gravely
took charge of the formalities by
religiously reading 4392 pages of
“What
Every Young, Innocent,

Red-blooded

College Girl

Should

Do,” by Ima Goodwin, of The Pret-

ty Prairie Goodwins. Upperclassmen
then passed out copies of the Freshman

as

Guide

“Barefoot

Book, popularly known

Boy

With

Check.”

Then after an illuminating lecture
by an Alumnus on “How to Obtain

and Hold a Mate — Your Main Obligation”, they were ready— oh! so
ready — for coeducation!
Having been told that a class ring

is the

some
new
stage
iod

stepping

stone

to success,

girls are. starting collections —
or used. The “steadying it”
is also popular — that’s the perduring which a girl decides,

whether or not she can do any better.

— RicHarp MAcKAY
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The Femme Fatale Corps has
found the dating situation a little
under par — with the exception of
school dances for which dates are

plentiful. On ordinary nights the offcampus men have a decided advantage, since the Boarders are hindered
by lack

of cars, “hours,”

and poor

salesmanship. But this situation
hasn’t proved fatal to romance due
to stolen moments in exercises ““ocular and oscular” on the front cam-

is Tuesday! Tuesday can mean only
one thing; this is the morning when
I have my eight o’clock gym class.
With a mental picture of the hockey
field looming menacingly before my
eyes, I wearily drag myself out of
bed and rush for the seven-fifteen
bus. All the way out Brown Street I
can

imagine

the

field,

bathed,

I

this exhaustive research. Said studying is done only as a last resort and
by eager beavers who hoarsely sing

mean soaked, in the early morning
mist, I mean fog..The sun sends
weak watery beams of pale light
through the damp, foretelling of a
beautiful day. As yet, I am unconvinced that such a miracle can possibly occur before noon. Upon actually arriving I am dismayed to
find that my fears have been realized,

“Pll Walk

By

worse in fact, for in addition to the

the second week of school all the
aspiring young things have joined

freezing cold which sharply penetrates my thick sweater, the ground
under my gym shoes is rough and
hard . . . Frost! In addition to the
fact that I am now thoroughly convinced that it will be impossible to
locate the ball in all that fog, I am

pus.
The

study

angle

of

the

Frosh

should, of course, be mentioned

Thespians,

Alone” —and
the W.

do.

in

A. A., and any-

thing else that will give them “wellrounded out personalities.”
At this time the embryo Coed is

using

the

colkege vernac

and _ is

ready to be a party girl. (Too bad
there aren’t any parties — plug).
After a month she either is or she
“ain’t” on the weenie roast list of
the Campus Wolves. According to

Gary's

Book

of Definitions,

Page

1,144, line 93, “A Weenie Roast
gitl is a comely lass who listens

when she should be thinking.”
It is said that gentlemen
blondes,

but

if that

be

prefer

true,

then

U. D. Men are no gentlemen — for
they prefer ’em all — blondes, brunettes and red-heads—God Bless
“em!
— Rosert J. UNGER

OF SPORT

(Continued from page 8)
too tired to take mother to a show
if he gets home early enough. Under
these conditions it is quite easy to
understand one of mother’s standard
summer sayings “I'll surely be glad
when golfing season is over” because, as you see, every thing else
suffers when father plays golf.
— CHARLES KENNY

Another

AT
cold

EIGHT
November

morning, but wait, there is something different about today. Yes, it
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one else is in the same boat!

To anyone who has witnessed this
gym class it must be a mystery as to
why we are outfitted as we are. In
the first place each girl is properly
attired

in her white

shorts, with

a

great expanse of bare legs exposed
to the biting frost. Over her regulation shorts she has pulled as many
sweaters and jackets as she can get
over her head. True,

it is not hard

to believe that she looks like a well
bundled bear. Because fog usually
straight hair, the proverbial bandana

THE WORLD

Brrr!

to tell one player from the next.
My only consolation is that every-

means damp air, and damp air means

oa

HOCKEY

also positive that I shall not be able

is tied around the head in such a
fashion that only the barest portion
of a cold red nose peeks out. The
crowning touch is the addition of
the red “flag”, (if she happens to
be on the red team) which is tied
around the neck, head, waist, or arm.

Any other portion of the body. is acceptable also, as long as the opposing
team is able to distinguish the color.
At first it was rather awkward to find
myself not only encumbered by all
these clothes, but also a hockey
stick, which must be carried just so,
plus a pair of hard shields strapped
around my shins. These are com-

monly known

as shin guards, and

they are just that; in fact before the

game is well under way I begin to
wish for more protection than the
mere lower half of my legs!
Now we are ready to play, at least
I think the other team is lined up
in the prescribed manner. The fog,
you see, obscures it from my view.

At first everyone is shivering so that

no words of encouragement are
shouted; chattering teeth will not
allow

such.

However,

in

a

short

while we are racing back and forth
madly, trying to make a goal. I for
one find it terrifying to be confronted with four “reds”, pushing
the ball in front of them, approach-.
ing at eighty miles per hour. Glancing around I discover to my dismay
that I’m the only “white” on the

field, or so it seems. As my hockey

stick is my only means of protection
I wisely decide to let them make the
goal, rather than risk my life even for
the honor of the “whites”. I realize
now that I should have tackled
them, but it is too late, and though

I don’t mean tackle in the sense of
playing football, it might as well be,
for after a tackle is the time to take
stock of injuries. Usually these
amount

ned

to a well-barked

fingers,

and

even

shin, skin-

a painfully

strained ankle! But the game must go
on, and onward it goes as we are
thoroughly warmed to the spirit of
play, and all injuries forgotten, we
go tearing down the field in wild
pursuit of the ball. It is almost with
a feeling of regret that we leave the
scene of the battle as the whistle is
blown to dress for class. Ah, another

Tuesday is over, and that brings us
just one gym-day closer to basket-

ball, which fortunately is played indoors!
— JupirH SMALLEY

ANPUS NUT-RS
Hello, you great big, happy, fat
family of students! Looking for your

sue. But honestly Frankie our best
informed sources assured us that

ever give up?)

you’d been seen often by the side

if you live up to the law of averages, at some time during this year
we'll find something nasty to say
about you. Only kidding. Clean your
specs, sharpen your wits, and lend

of that hubba lil blonde
— but so
we were wrong, so here upon we announce with due chagrin. People,
Mr. Frank Maloney has not been
escorting Miss Faye McCroskey. —
(he said so)

name?

(Don’t you

The student body may be large, but

an

eager

ear to our latest uncover-

ings, Okay?

Martin Kinkaid’s been asking the
gitls lately if they have a blue slip.
Hum!! Natch you mean a permit
slip don’t you Martin? Shirley Duerr

that cute lil’ bundle of personality
plus

is sporting

Jackie’s class

ring

on her left hand. But she says they
aren’t going steady.

Wonder why the boys all like
Bill Fish’s locker so? Overheard two
words when breezing by and they
were “Schenley” and “pint”. Ah
boys you don’t really like that nasty
stuff, do you?
Hey, Dale Irwin, do you want us

to draw you a diagram after every
article? Huh??? P. S. Now that we've
included you in our potpourri, how
do you like it?

Funniest sight this month!
Peggy Kaufman, Dot Burgess, and

their red-headed friend in the girls’

lounge trying to learn to smoke—
and what a mistake. Between coughs,
chokes and a haze of smoke, Dottie
was heard to say, “Gee, they taste
terrible’ — Peggy, “Really the best
place to learn is in the bathroom
cause there you can lock the door”,

and Red —well she didn’t say any-

thing. She must have passed out, —
-and all on account of they think
those little pop up cig cases are

“so cute.”
This year, since it’s in the know
who

writes this dirt dope, when we

say something

wrong,

we're

go-na

apologize like mad. After all we love
our frierids and we heard that Frankie Maloney said we were incorrect
in linking

the

two

names

of Ma-

loney and McCroskey in the last is-

Wondering! When are the freshmen going to learn the school anthem, which is a good question on
many upper classmen’s minds right
about now. How about that ye new
students???
Saw Al Hochwalt and Phil Keifer
holding hands when coming to
school the other day, and so-o early
in the morning too. Johnnie Moro
when are you going to quit trying
to argue with Doc Salandra?? Don’t
ya know you can’t win?? And how
about this. Joan Hussey has the most
wonderful time helping the footbali
players with their homework. Nice
work if you can get it.
Dick Dahn has quite a winsome
smile these days — but most of the
fem sex can be heard to sigh “Gee

he’d even look cute
teeth.”

without

any

Big girls, little girls, dark-haired
girls and fair-haired girls have been
saying quite oft, “When is Kenny
Boxwell going to give the U. D.
cuties a break” and “How come
Chief Toscani doesn’t date more?”
Gals you'll have to answer those
questions yourself but pul-eeze, puleeze don’t make any personal attempts to solve the mystery until
football season is over or Harry will
be so-o mad.
Our favorite freshman girl for the

month is Mary Stoermer cause of
that big, big smile she has for every
one.— We like Eddy Dietrichson
awful well too.

And say, have you noticed how
very, very sweet are the looks exchanged by Frannie Sloane and Paddy McNamara?? Ah, young love.

Did you know that Jack Flanagan
was escorting a Wave that sported
a beard? Honest! Hear ye, hear ye!
Charlie Seaman is trying his very
bestest to arouse sympathizers for a
new holy war. Holy cow! Mike Connaire grew a neat little mustash —

to cover his hair lip (so says Jerry
Burke). Poor Jack Kenny! His wife
won't
support him any longer.
Tough life! ‘Tommy Martin’s . wife

formally declares that Tommy

no

longer belongs to the fraternal order
of the DPP. HMMMM! Bert Gosnick, whadija do last Navy Day?

Who

took you home,

huh?

Does

anyone know why St. Louisians call
Bud Jansen “Dumbo”? Question of

the day: What was Jack Paul doing

in the Southern Hotel for four days?
Dick Baird,.are you trying to impress the gals with those catty
clothes? Having any success? Mary
Ann Shaw is looking for a tall, dark,
handsome man. (Stretch just applied for her phone number. Any
other applicants?) After every single
football game, Ellie Kurtz has
trouble with her voice. She can’t
talk, in other words. Such Cheering!

While strolling down the hall the
other

day,

I came

across

Peg

Ens,

very engrossed in opening her locker. Just tried and tried with little

results. Watch

that language, Peg-

gy! Family joke: Have you seen
Joan Culbertson’s pictures of John?

If you haven’t, for your sake, don’t

’ tell her. It seems that Urban

Rater-

mann had quite a time with the female populace at Rikes. He was
changed from department to department because he affected the
wo-men like Frankie himself. Phyllis
Frank is rooting for Michigan, and
for small wonder. Her lil’ man is
stationed there.

Dick Loges and Sammy
decker,

former

Fairview

Shinglestudents,

look quite different without those
familiar tee shirts and jeans, doncha

think? Hey, Eddie Marrinan, have
you

found

any

gals

sporting those
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bright, Peposdenty smiles since your
appeal for the same? Wes Albright

and ‘Tom Middleton seemed to be
having a whooping good time at
the Alumni Dance. Do Sizemore is
going steady with her favorite on

the campus. To Bill Stonebarger:

Animals catching this scent attacked
the victim madly, even though he
were a friend, because it brought
about a reflex action which demanded ‘kill’”” The doctor paused,
then

continued,

Jack

Crane’s

“Recall

WE

FIT EVERY MEMBER
OF THE FAMILY

the oil on

face this morning?”

Kinda like Pat, don’t you? Good ol’

Gil Stovicek! He readily parted with
his jeep for a stunt that the cheer-

leaders worked out for the beginning
of the Western Reserve game (but
that couldn’t be presented, incident-

ally), but when it came to letting his
beeg hat out for lease, he
quite know. Love that hat!
We

love

clothes,

we

bridge,

we

love dates,

didn’t

anyone

knew

was given some sun-tan lo-

now breathing sister.

“But why did—is Betty? —”
“She’s

love

new

but best of

all we love to write about you all.
You do such nice, cute things that
you don’t want anyone to know
about
— but, if you didn’t care

whether

“He

tion by Jim the other day,” muttered
Robert Crane staring down at his

or not,

it

wouldn’t be any fun for anyone else
— meaning us. May we make a plea

for bigger and better blunders for
the next issue.
Ree

BIOLOGICAL DEATH
(Continued from Page 4)
“But how!” I demanded, “how did

he do it; surely the animals killed
the Cranes.”

said the

going

to be

doctor,

“she

all mnght,”
will

confirm

some of this. Jim was carrying the
stuff when he came off the veranda;

it is lying by his body

over there.

He thought she knew his secret; I
believe he was going to cause either
her death or yours, Bob, by hiding

the stuff about you where the stal-

lion could scent it; but dropped it
and dislodged the lid. When he
stooped over to pick it up the
lid fell off and the stallion’s fury
was drawn to himself.[©?
The doctor paused.

race and started composing singin
commercials.
;
breathlessly

into

Mr,

Du-

he tried to say calmly, “is my story.

immune; hence one often sees a cat,

fully, Mr. Dugan began reading. As

ably start the reflex action in the

cat which causes it to eat mice.
“Acting on this theory, Jim Edder,
who had been working at the Montana laboratories where Betty Crane
mtet him, collected quantities of concentrated secretions which he found

in

the

stock

rooms

there,

mixed

them into pastes which he caused to

be about the person of the victim.
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When the story was finished, Bill
dashed

makes them attack. Very young animals do not have the glands developed and thus are more or less

scent of the secretion would prob-

Student Prince and
Heirloom Beers

DAYTON

(Continued from Page 5)

for instance, taking care of a litter
of baby mice. If they were old
enough to have proper glands, the

DISTRIBUTORS

117 South
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DISBRO’S DREAM

mals scent the secretions; and hunt
by that scent. Fright causes the flow
of adrenalin to the heart, for in-

stance. The scent probably brings

133 E. STEWART ST.

“He fell into the pit he had dug
for others.”

“It is a theory in biology, regarding the ductless glands, that ani-

about a kind of reflex action which

The Dayton Heidelberg
Distributing Co.

gan’s

office. “Here,

Mr.

COMPLIMENTS

What do you think of it?” Thought-

CHARLES R. BROWN, 0.D.

he turned page after page, he earnestly masticated the eraser of his
pencil and stopped occasionally to

pick the rubber from his teeth.
Finally finishing, Mr. Dugan
looked at Bill and said, ““Well, Dis-

bro, you finally did it. This is a great
story, superb, excellent. It goes in

Compliments

the next issue. I meant to tell you,
though, we’ve just hired one of the

best story writers in the country and
you know that the
crowded. I hate to

Disbro, you're fired!”

OF

Dugan,”

staff is overdo this, but,

A
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US

1800 PRESENT EMPLOYEES
WERE IN ON OUR CHRISTENING
@ One-fourth of the employees who were with us at
are with us today.

in 1921

our founding

Many

came

merged

to form the present

Ohio Bell Telephone Company.

That’s why 1800 em-

from

companies

which

ployees can boast service recerds as long as, or lorger
than our company’s 25 years. Telephone work and
telephone employees get along together well—and long.
Telephone veterans have seen our company expand to

16,000 employees and telephones in service swell

from 303,349 to 1,200,000. They saw

¢

local calls triple and long distance
calls multiply six times. They
watched rates on long distance )

drop to half while service ex-

panded and improved. Telephone employees know
that

theirs

is

//

a company

of progress and opportunity.
y: THE OHIO

“tt

BELL TELEPHONE

2
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THE WATSONS
AND THE FINKS
(Continued

from Page 7)

amount he’d swept that he’d been

waiting a long time. He told me

to get Clarry and come on over.
I didn’t know what was up but
when we got there he was playing

the

vic,

or

W.

Mrs.

as

says,

the

“phonograph,” and Mrs. W., was sitting up straight in the middle of the
couch reading a book.

After

she

a while

said

“Let’s

have some more music,” and Gerry
put on the vic and began dancing
with his grandmother! As I said
before, I give up.
I got a chance to dance with Gerty and he asked about our high

school formal, but Clarry’s taking
me, I told him.

Dear Diary:
Slap bang!

Wed. Nov. 14
I guess

Daddy

and

Mr. Watson are still talking plans
downstairs. What a night! What a
formal!
As I was getting ready I heard a

honk outside and Clarry called up
to me,

“Well there’s your date. Mind if
I tag along stag?”

So I had two dates and we did
some of the steps he taught me yesterday. Can’t wait to see what
everybody says. Clarry and Gerry

must have planned the whole thing.
Gerry came in for a minute and
there in the living room were Mr.
Watson and his. mother and my
father outlining a scheme to set up
a bigger and better draper’s store
for my father on the “Watson
property.” The Lady knew all about
it, too.

Gerry came in
that our families
Montagues and
wonder who they
too sleepy to get

now.

for
are
the
are.
the

a minute and
just like the
Capulets. I
Oh, well, I’m
phone book

quently by our people at home, than
by our representatives abroad where
the actions of our government and
business representatives so often contradict those that the missionaries

good,” said Bertram between

other lands confused and suspicious.

pulled Bertram out from under the
table and carried him home. They
revived him long enough to sign in
and then dropped him on his bed.
As he rolled to the floor again he
murmured, “Letsh do it again shom-

carry forth, leaving the peoples of
I recommend a

. . and what he gets. After all, he
does make up the majority of the
world,

Christ taught regarding our duty towards our fellow man, upon which
so much of our Christian civiliza-

tion is founded. We may find that

these things are practiced more frePage twenty-four

as advocates

of demo-

We are told that democracy is
the best form of government and
that we should endeavor to establish it all over the world. But I am,

and no doubt some of you are, so
frequently conscious of the violations of democracy in our own
country that we may well question
whether we are qualified to teach it
to the rest of the world before we
have demonstrated that we have
learned to practice it justly here.
I also recommend a study of the
governments of the leading countries of the world that exercise the
greatest amount of influence, of the

punciples they advocate in theory,
and those they practice in reality.
We will find, I am confident, that
theory and practice often differ
greatly.
By approaching these things with
an open mind, inspired by a sincere
desire to find the truth, we will take

a long step toward acquiring sound
and just political principles. And
then if we will each do what lies in

his power to promote those principles, we may be able to contribute

in some measure to ultimate world

peace and cooperation between nations.
—R. E. Heap

x
*€
BERTRAM

U.S.A.

(Continued from Page 9)

and

cracy we profess to believe the majority should have the greatest
amount to say in government rule.

Coe
POLITICS,

study into what

the poor man in all countries wants

(Continued from Page 18)
lar at the Heid that night. Lots of

fellas came around and allowed him
to buy their beers. Since the Heid
didn’t have any milk Clarence

talked Bertram into trying a glass
of

beer

himself.

“This

is

kinda

sips.

‘T'wo beers later he was singing “Bell
Bottom Trousers” with the rest of
the boys.

At closing time Clarence and Joe

time.” Yes indeedy!
growing up.

Bertram

was

During the spring, Bertram was

restricted. Several other fellows were

campused too and they threw big

poker parties on every OUT night.
Bertram didn’t like to gamble, but
he went to the parties because there
was little else to do. One Saturday
night the fellows urged him to
- smoke a cigarette. “I will just one,”
he said. Halfway through Bertram
became considerably light-headed.
He threw out his chest (?), banged
on the table and said “Deal me in
boys”. Laughter reigned but they
dealt him in. He was blessed with
beginners’ luck and the chips were
rolling his way. He was lighting his

5th cigarette when his lovely rosy
cheeks slowly turned a dull green.
His head whirled and his innocent

blue eyes met as he bolted
the room.

from

It was late May and the school
year was coming to a close. It had
been a big year for Bertram — filled
with knowledge and experience! On
a warm Wednesday evening, Clarence and Bertram walked down to
the Heid. Joe and another fella were

there and so they joined them:

- “Smoke?” asked Joe as he passed
around his pack.
“Sure,” said Bertram.

(Marj, the waitress came over)
“Beer,”

said Bertram — the other

guys nodded. Marj looked at Bertram.
“Did you say beer?” she asked.
“Hell yes, and make it snappy,”
he answered.
Marj stared — Clarence stared —
Joe stared — but Bertram just smiled

and smiled. “He was a real U. D.
man now!”
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